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1 Basic Principles
The basic principle of operation of the automatic
air conditioning system is shown in Figure B1.

A temperature is selected at the Temperature
Selector on the facia. The Servo compares the
selected temperature with the actual temperature in
the car which is indicated by the Temperature
Sensor. lf they are different, it will alter the position
of the temperature flap accordingly. This will
change the temperature in the car to that selected
at the Temperature Selector.

The servo unit can also provide automatic control
of fan speed, the principle of which will be
described later.

2 The Basic System

The basic system is separated into two, the upper
system and the lower system, each with its own
temperature flap. This is shown in Figure B2, which
is a diagrammatic representation only.

Fresh air enters through the scuttle vent and passes
the recirculation flap which has two positions,
“fresh” and "recirculation". The air passes from the
circulation flap via the fans to the evaporator. It
should be noted that all the air passes through the
evaporator, which serves to dry the air as well as
cool it.

A proportion of the cooled air can then pass through
the heater matrix. This air is subsequently mixed
with the cooled air which by—passes the heater
matrix. The proportion is determined by each
temperature flap whose position is infinitely
variable, and is controlled by the servo.

The lower air then passes through the lower
quantity flap, which has only open and closed
positions, to the front and rear footwells. This is
only an on/off flap used to close off the lower
outlets.

The upper air, whose temperature has been
controlled by the upper temperature flap, passes
either to the windscreen or to the facia, depending
on the position of the mode flap.

3 Using the System

3.1 Facia controls (see Figure B6)

There are three controls on the facia: the upper
temperature selector, the lower temperature
selector and the air conditioning function switch.
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This last switch has five positions. From left to
right these are: "OFF", "LOW", "AUTO"
(automatic), "HIGH" and "DEF" (defrost).

The "AUTO" position provides full automatic air
conditioning, that is, automatic temperature and fan
control.

The "LOW" and “HIGH” positions, while providing
automatic temperature control, allow fixed low or
high fan speeds to cater for differing personal
preferences.

The "DEF" position provides the following:
Fixed high fan speed

Both temperature flaps to full heat
Mode to windscreen

Rear window demister on

Lower quantity flap closed

Recirculation flaps to fresh air position

3.2 Temperature controls

When using an automatic air conditioning system, it
is essential to use it as an automatic system. No
advantage is gained by setting the temperature
controls to maximum on a cold day or to minimum on
a hot day. Once the temperature controls are initially
set, the system will retain that temperature within
the car in spite of any changes in external
temperature. lt will be found that in most cases a
setting near the central position (vertical) will be
found to be comfortable since the range is 17°C. to
33°C. the central position being 25°C.

3.3 Function control

In most cases the "AUTO" position is preferred
since it provides fully automatic air conditioning.

The "DEF" position, while providing maximum air
to the windscreen, need" not be used for slight
demisting since the automatic system should
perform this function. _

The “OFF" position may be used if it is ever
desired that the interior of the car should be isolated

4 System Description

4.1 Disposition of components

Figure B21 shows the disposition of the components
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in the car. As can be seen, the majority of the engine
compartment components are similar to those used
in the manually controlled air conditioning system.
The main differences lie within the evaporator and
heater boxes and within the passenger compartment.
Also the heater tap and suction throttling valve do
not have associated actuators. The heater tap is
in fact controlled by the servo unit and the suction
throttling valve is open all the time since the
refrigeration system is always operative (with
certain restrictions as will be described later). The
suction throttling valve only serves to keep the
pressure of the refrigerant within the evaporator
matrix constant.

4.2 Upper and Lower air flows

Figure B3 is a diagrammatic view of the upper
System in side elevation showing the air flow. A
proportion of the cooled air passes through the
heater matrix and the remainder beneath it. The
proportion is varied according to the position of the
temperature flap which is controlled by the servo.

Figure B4 is a similar diagrammatic view, but this
time of the lower system in side elevation.

Figure B5 shows that there are in fact two upper
temperature flaps, both connected to the same rod
and one lower temperature flap. This is to provide
faster cooling of the upper part of the car when
maximum cooling effect is required.

4.3 Mode flap

Referring to Figure B2, when the upper air has passed
through the upper temperature flaps, it is diverted
to the windscreen or to the facia by the mode flap.
This flap is operated by a Lucas 8 GM actuator,
shown in Figure B21. The actuator is controlled by
the servo unit in such a way that if the air is cold it
flows through the facia outlets and if temperature is
hot it passes to the windscreen outlets.

4.4 Sensors (see Figure B7)

The temperature sensors are thermistors: electrical
units whose resistance changes with temperature.

The upper system has two sensors in the passenger
compartment. One, on the left hand cantrail, senses
the air temperature in the region of the head. The
second, mounted in the centre of the top roll, is a
solar sensor. This sensor is necessary since radiant
heat from the sun provides a heating effect on the
skin of the car's occupants (and the solar sensor)
while not immediately heating the surrounding air.

The lower system has only one in-car temperature
sensor mounted in the knee roll.

Each system has, in addition, an external ambient
air temperature sensor mounted behind the right hand
side of the rear bumper. Each of these provides a
“message” for the servo corresponding to the external
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air temperature, This results in {l smooth change of
temperature vvi thin the car since the servo thus
receives a "message" of e><ierrieil :1:-; 1.»./ell as
internal temperature

4.5 Servo Unit - Basic Principles

The servo unit is the central control of the
automatic air conditioning system. As shown in
Figure B1, it receives "messages" from the
temperature selector and temperature sensors and
moves the temperature flaps to positions which will
produce the desired temperatures.

The basic electrical principle of the servo is
depicted in Figure B8. lt should be noted that this
circuit is only for illustrative purposes and is not
as wired in the system.

The voltage at point Y is determined by the
resistance of the temperature sensors, the
temperature selector and the trimming potentiometer.
The trimming potentiometer is for setting purposes.
The "black box " senses the voltage at point Y and
moves the feedback potentiometer until the voltage
at point X equals the voltage at point Y. Therefore
any change in the resistance of the sensors or
selector will cause a change in the voltage at Y.
This will in turn cause the “black box" to move the
feedback potentiometer to once again equali-se the
voltages at X and Y.

in fact, when the feedback potentiometer is moved,
the temperature flap is also moved. Therefore the
link between a change of temperature at the sensor
and movement of the temperature flap is now
complete.

Figure B9 shows diagrammatically how the "blaok
box" is operated. The motor, which controls the
position of the feedback potentiometer and the
temperature flap, may be driven in either direction,
depending on which relay is energised. The energising
of the relay coils is controlled by electronic units
described later.

If the voltage at X is greater than that at Y, one
relay is energised, and if the voltage at Y is
greater than that at X, the other relay is energised.
The motor will stop when the voltages at X and Y
are equal since neither relay will be energised.

4.6 Fan Speed Module

The servo unit controls the speed of the fans via the
fan speed module. When there is a large difference
between the selected temperature and the actual
temperature in the car, high fan speeds are selected
in order to equalise these temperatures more rapidly.
This is shown diagrammatically in Figures B12 &
13. The method of selecting different tan speeds is
described later.



4.7 Servo Unit - Description

4.7.1 General

The servo assembly, shown in Figures B10 & 11,
is mounted on the transmission tunnel immediately
behind the engine bulkhead. There are, in fact,
two separate servo units in the assembly, one for
the upper system and one for the lower system.
Viewed from inside the car, the right hand side is
the upper system servo and the left hand side is the
lower system servo. Both servo units are similar to
one another.
The servo assembly is concealed by a trimmed
cover.

4.7.2 Motor and driven elements

Each servo contains a motor which drives a main
gear through a gearbox. The main gear drives three
elements

i) Temperature flap control
ii) Feedback potentiometer
iii) Fan speed potentiometer

The relays to control the direction of motor rotation
are mounted on a plug-in circuit board assembly at
the side of the servo unit. This assembly is known
as the servo module and is the electronic circuit
which controls the energising of the relay coils.

The temperature flap for each system is controlled
by a lever which operates the temperature flap
through a rod. In addition, the temperature flap
control on the lower servo operates the heater tap
through a bowden cable.

The feedback potentiometer has the function of
stopping the servo motor when the desired
temperature flap position is reached, as explained
in Section 4.5.

The fan speed potentiometer which controls the fan
speed module is situated adjacent to the feedback
potentiometer on each servo unit. in fact, the
signals from the upper and lower fan speed
potentiometers are added in a special way before
reaching the fan speed module. Thus the fan speed
module provides a fan speed which is the sum of the
requirements of the upper and lower systems.

4.7.3 Micro-switches

Each servo unit contains a number of micro-switches
to perform various functions at given points of main
gear travel. These micro-switches are operated by
cams on the side of the main gear. The upper servo
has four such micro-switches, located at the side of
the upper servo.

The Cold Limit micro -switch and the Hot Limit
micro-switch stop the motor when the main gear has
reached the limits of its travel. These micro-switches
are marked ‘C’ and ‘H’.

The Mode Change micro-switch switches the supply
to the mode flap actuator to direct the air in the
upper system either to the facia outlets or to the
windscreen.
This micro-switch is marked 25.

The fourth micro—switch is connected to the lower
quantity flap actuator and is marked either 10 or 15.
This micro-switch causes the lower quantity flap to
be closed when the interior of the car is being cooled
rapidly.

ln addition, the Cold Limit micro-switch operates
the recirculation flap actuators. Thus, when the
upper main gear is at its cold limit of travel, the
recirculation flaps are opened, that is in the
recirculation position for increased cooling. These
are designed to give 80% recirculated air when in
the recirculation position.

The lower system servo is fitted with only two
micro-switches, the hot and cold limit micro-
switches which stop the motor at the limits of main
gear travel.

4.7.4 Servo operation - upper system

Figures B14 and B16 show the operation of the
upper system. The figures 0 to 100 indicate the
percentage of full travel of the main gear, where O
represents maximum cold and 100 represents maximum
hot.
The airflow or fan speed, as explained in 4.6, is
greater for larger variations from the temperate (50)
position.

The temperature flap remains in the cold position
until 30 is reached when it starts to move towards
the hot position. The ability of the flap to remain
in one position is achieved by spring loading the
temperature flap control arm on the main gear. Thus,
for example, if the main gear moves from 50 to 0,
the flap will reach the cold position at 30 then the
main gear will move against the spring loading until
O is reached when the cold limit micro-switch will
stop the system. This feature is known as servo
overtravel.

The “10" or "15" micro-switch controls the lower
quantity flap actuator so that the flap is closed
until 10 and is then opened for the rest of the
travel.

The recirculation actuators are operated by the
cold limit micro-switch. When this switch is
operated the actuators move to the recirculated
air position.

The mode change micro-switch controls the mode
flap actuator so that the flap is directing the upper
system air to the facia from O to 25 and to the
windscreen for the rest of the travel.
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4.7.5 Servo operation - lower system

Figure B15 shows the operation of the lower system.

As explained above, the fan speed is greater towards
the hot and cold limits. However it must be
remembered that in fact the fan speed is the sum of
the requirements of the two systems.

The temperature flap control arm moves the flap from
cold to hot between 0 and 70. Beyond 70 there is
servo overtravel. However, the heater tap linkage
moves from cold to hot over the full 0 to 100 travel.
Due to the relationship between the linkage movement
and the water flow within the tap, the flow is nil
between 0 and 25, then increases to a maximum at
100.

4.8 Additional Components

4.8.1 Compressor ambient switch

This switch is mounted in the right hand air trunking
(see Figure B21, number 5). At an ambient
temperature of 0°C and below this switch disconnects
the compressor clutch. At ambient temperatures in
excess of 0°C the compressor is operating whenever
the engine is running.

4.8.2 Cut-in switch

The oil pressure switch (see Figure B21, number
20), is used as the cut-in switch so that when the
engine is stopped and the oil pressure falls, the
complete air conditioning system is switched off.

4.8.3 Rear window demister

The rear window demister is operated by the
automatic air conditioning system. The mode change
switch energises the rear window demist relay when
it is in the windscreen mode only. Thus the rear
window demister is on when the upper air is directed
to the windscreen, that is when warn or hot air is
required in the car. When the upper air is directed to
the facia, that is when cold air is required, the rear
window demister is switched off.

4.8.4 Fan delay - engine coolant temperature

When the mode flap is in the windscreen mode, a
fan delay circuit is operative. This prevents the
fans operating when the engine coolant temperature
is below 44°C and is controlled by a switch mounted
in the engine thermostat housing (see Figure B21,
number 3). The purpose of this fan delay is explained
in Section 5.4. This switch also causes the lower
quantity flap to close when the engine coolant
temperature is below 44°C to stop unwanted cold
air being blown onto the occupants’ feet.

4.8.5 Fan delay - engine start

incorporated into the fan speed module is a fan
delay circuit which delays the fans for 13 seconds
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after each engine start. The purpose of this fan
delay is explained in Section 5.4.

4.8.6 Lower quantity flap micro-switch

There is a micro-switch on the lower quantity flap
linkage which turns on the fans only when the lower
quantity flap is fully open. This micro-switch is
used only when the upper system is in the windscreen
mode. It is not used when the upper system is in
the facia mode or when "DEF" has been selected.
The purpose of this micro-switch is explained in
Section 5.4.

4.9 Controls

4.9.1 Temperature control

As explained in 3.2, it is not necessary to turn the
temperature controls to maximum on a hot day. Nor
is it correct to assume that the servos will move to
the cold limit when minimum temperature is selected
or to the hot limit when maximum temperature is
selected. It must be remembered that the servo
position is determined by the resistance of the
sensors as well as the resistance of the temperature
selector potentiometer.

4.9.2 Function switch

The operation of each position of the function switch
is shown in Figure B23.

5 Technical introduction

5.1 Disposition of components

Figure B24, B25 and B26 show the disposition of the
air conditioning relays and the fan and compressor
fuse. They also show the fan speed module, voltage
stabiliser and diode board which are mounted together
the diode board being between the fan speed module
and the bulkhead.

Figure B20'shows the lower quantity flap actuator
and the lower quantity flap micro-switch. Both the
lower quantity flap actuator and the mode flap
actuator are mounted on the right hand side of the
control box on right hand drive cars as shown in
Figure B21. On left hand drive cars, only the lower
quantity flap actuator is on the right hand side; the
mode flap actuator is fitted on the left-hand side of
the control box.

5.2 The servo units

Each servo unit contains two assemblies, the servo
module and the temperature flap servo. An illustration
of the servo assembly is shown in Figure B11

The servo module is the electronic circuit which
controls the temperature flap servo. It is plugged
into the side of the temperature flap servo. Since
the servo modules for the upper and lower system
are both identical, they are interchangeable. The



servo modules convert the temperature related
current signals from the temperature sensors and
temperature selectors into switching signals. These
switching signals are used to operate the relays
which are situated on the modules. There are two
relays to each temperature flap servo, one to move
the temperature flap in the cold direction and one
to move it in the hot direction. The signal from the
feedback potentiometer is used to de-energise the
relays when the desired flap position is reached.

The lower servo unit operates the water tap through
a bowden cable from a crank on the output shaft.

5.3 Voltage stabiliser and fan speed module

This is situated behind the left hand knee roll on all
cars, and is shown in Figure B17. Although the
voltage stabiliser and fan speed module are assembled
to form one unit they are completely independent of
each other and can easily be separated or replaced
as individual units. The fan speed module can be
further split into two units, a switching circuit which
is a small printed circuit board and a power unit
which is mounted on a large heat sink.

The voltage stabiliser supplies the servo units with
three stabilised voltages, a 9.1 volt line to the servo
modules to make them insensitive to car system
voltage variation, and two 7.5 volt supplies to the
servo motors. The servo motors require this reduced
stabilised voltage to reduce their output speed to
prevent them from "hunting" and to keep their
output speeds constant. These 7.5 volt supplies
also include current limiting resistors to reduce the
stall torque of the servo motors and such that a stall
condition will not damage the servos nor burn out
the motors.

The fan speed module controls fan speed by
switching the supply voltage to the fan motors on
and off very rapidly. The speed of the motors is
varied by adjusting the ratio of time for which the
motors are switched on to the time for which they
are switched off. This on-off cycle occurs 150
times every second. While the motors run smoothly,
a slight vibration may be felt on the fan body due
to the switching cycle.

The advantages of this method of speed control
are twofold. First, the speed can be varied by
means of a small potentiometer which can be
easily controlled by the servo. Second, this method
avoids any unnecessary waste of electrical energy
since the motors use only the power supplied to
them. In contrast, with the normal method of speed
control the motors use some of the power and the
remainder is wasted by dissipating heat in
resistances.

The fan speed module enables the fans to be stopped
in two ways. The first of these is obviously to
switch off the supply which necessitates the
switching of some 14 amps when the fans are
running at maximum speed. The second method is

to prevent the switching pulses from reaching the
power output stage of the fan speed module, and
this is done by the fan switch off relay. The latter
method involves the switching of a few milliamps,
and is used when the fans must be held off
temporarily. The main supply of up to 14 amps to
the fans is switched only when either the ignition
or the air conditioning function switch is turned off.
This is done to increase reliability as much as
possible because a switch switching a very low
non-inductive current has a far greater life
expectancy than one switching a heavy highly
inductive current.

5.4 inhibit and interlock systems

These terms are used to describe the systems which
prevent the air conditioning from operating in
certain circumstances, using the various components
described in Section 3. The purpose of the interlock
is to prevent the whole system operation until the
car engine is running. The inhibit circuits prevent
the fans from working in certain circumstances once
the engine is running.

The interlock system prevents the servos, actuators
and fans from running as soon as the ignition is
switched on and allows maximum battery power to
be directed towards the starter.

The inhibit system prevents the fans from running
once the car has started if the coolant temperature
is below 44°C but only when the upper system is in
screen mode. This circuit is overriden if the upper
system is in facia mode or if "DEF" has been
selected.

if the system is in screen mode and the coolant is
warming up, a fixed sequence of events is initiated
when the coolant temperature switch (see Fig. B21)
operates. At 44°C the bimetal contacts open,
causing the lower quantity flap to open. However,
the fans do not start until the lower quantity flap is
fully open, this being sensed by the lower quantity
flap micro-switch.

The purpose of switching off the fans in this manner
is to prevent cold air being blown into the car when
hot air is being demanded, but not available due to
the coolant being cold. The lower quantity flap is
closed to reduce the effects of ram air in the same
circumstances. The fans are further delayed until
the lower quantity flap is fully open because
otherwise all the airflow would be momentarily
directed up the screen causing a sudden large
airflow to this area, accompanied by considerable
noise. This is undesirable as it must be remembered
that this is an event controlled by coolant
temperature and so occurs somewhat unexpectedly.
Thus the further fan delay until the lower quantity
flap has opened reduces the impact of the event.

If the air conditioning system is switched off after
it has been operating for some time, condensate
forms on the evaporator matrix and surrounding
ducting due to the sudden temperature rise.
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Although the water is drained away, the air in the
ducting becomes very humid and if, when the car is
restarted, the air is blown out of the screen outlets,
the windscreen would mist up immediately. ln such
a situation the normal fan inhibit on screen mode
would not operate because the coolant temperature
would still be too high for the coolant temperature
switch in the thermostat housing to operate.
Therefore a 13 second fan delay circuit has been
incorporated into the system which prevents the
fans from operating for 13 seconds after the car
engine has been restarted. This delay only operates
when the system is operating in the screen mode.
Misting is prevented because the refrigeration
compressor operates immediately the engine is
running so during the 13 second delay any moisture
on the evaporator or in the ducting will freeze, thus
drying the air.
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Checking and Setting the Automatic Air
Conditioning System

Introduction

In order to assimilate the sensors being at a fixed
temperature, resistors of a known value can be
substituted into the circuit. Therefore to calibrate
the circuit all that needs to be done is to set the
temperature selectors to their mid-positions, replace
the sensors (thermistors) with the calibration resistors
and, using the trimming potentiometers in the servos,
set the servos to the required positions. The test
socket is provided for this and the test box is
produced to carry out these operations easily and
conveniently. The test box contains the required
resistors and a means of measuring the servo
position by connecting into the servo circuitry
through the test socket and displaying the signal
on a meter.

In the following instructions the actual check and y
setting instructions are printed in bold letters.
The other printing is for information and simply
explains what is happening. The operation of
components other than those being checked can be
ignored - there is no need to check that these
components are operating as explained in the small
print there is a specific check procedure for each
in the main instructions.

lt is recommended that any faults which appear
are not repaired immediately, unless the instructions
state that this must be done, but that the checking
procedure is continued and faults are listed to
obtain an overall picture of the trouble and then
diagnosed in conjunction with the Fault Finding
Information (Section 7).

Checking and Setting Instructions

1 Remove the servo trim cover. Do not disconnect
the 5-way socket.

2 Connect the test box into the servo test
socket.

3 On the test box:-

Switch ‘IND/VOLTS’ switch to ‘VOLTS’ position

Switch ‘RUN/SET’ Switch to ‘RUN’ position
»

Switch ‘AUTO/CAL’ switch to ‘AUTO’ position

Switch ‘0%/100%’ switch to ‘100%’ position

Section C

Checking, Setting,
Testing and Fault Finding

4 On the car:-

Turn both temperature selector knobs to mid-position

Turn air conditioning function switch to ‘LOW’

Turn both servo trimmers fully anti-clockwise

5 Disconnect the oil pressure switch. White/
Brown wire. Switch is at front left hand side of
engine.
6 Switch on ignition. A number of actuators will
now run, but should stop within a few seconds.
The fans will blow at minimum speed.

7 On the test box:-

Switch ‘CHECK VOLTS’ switch to position:

1. Reading 91- 5
2. Reading between 10 and 40

3. Reading between 10 and 40

4. Reading between 10 and 40

5. Reading between 10 and 40

Return switch to Position 1.

lf the readings are incorrect the following
information applies:-
If readings 1, 2 or 4 are incorrect there is a fault
in the servo, voltage stabiliser or looms and this
must be rectified before proceeding, see Section
7.2. If readings 3 or 5 are not as specified, there
is a fault in the temperature sensor networks.
However one can proceed with the setting
instructions and the fault may be rectified after
instruction 25.

8 Switch off ignition

9 Disconnect the 5-way servo trim cover socket

10 On the test box:-

Switch ‘AUTO/CAL’ switch to ‘CAL’ position

Switch ‘IND/VOLTS’ switch to ‘IND’ position

Adjust ‘MAX’ control fully anti-clockwise

11 Switch on ignition. Both servos will run to full
hot. A number of actuators will run but will stop
within a few seconds. The fans will not be running

C1



If the servos fail to move this must be repaired
before proceeding see Section 7.2, Fault Finding,
instruction 15.

12 On the test box:-

a) Switch ‘UPPER/LOWER’ switch to ‘LOWER’
switch ‘0%/100%’ switch to ‘0%’

Lower servo will run to full cold and close the
water tap.

b) Adjust ‘ZERO’ control to make meter read 0.

c) Switch ‘0%/100%’ switch to ‘100%’. Wait for
servo to stop.

Lower servo will run to full hot, opening the
water tap.

d) Adjust ‘MAX’ control to make meter read 100.

e) Repeat 12a to 12d until both readings are
correct. Finish this procedure with the
‘0%/100%’ switch in the ‘0%’ position.

instruction 12 has now calibrated the meter as a
servo position indicator, O being full cold and
100 full hot. The meter has a linear response, i.e.
50 is servo mid-position.

13 On the test box:-

Switch ‘RUN/SET’ switch to ‘SET’

The servo may now run and then stop.

14 Adjust the lower servo trimming potentiometer
clockwise to move the servo until the meter reading
is 43, approaching this from zero, not 100l. .lf the
servo overshoots, approach the reading from 0 once
more.

This has set up the lower servo to calibrate the
lower temperature selector knob. The reading of 43
must be set very carefully.

15 If the upper servo fails to move in Instruction
15 this must be repaired before proceeding.
See Section 7.2, Fault Finding.

On the test box:-

a) Switch ‘RUN/SET’ switch to ‘RUN’.

Lower servo will run to full cold.

b) Switch ‘UPPER/LOWER’ switch to .
‘UPPER’.

Lower servo will run to full hot. Upper servo will
run to full cold. Fans will start to run at minimum
speed. The actuators will run, then stop. The
positions of these will be checked later.

c) with the '0"/0/100%’ switch in the ‘0%’
position, adjust the ‘ZERO’ control until
the meter reads 0.

C2

d) Switch the ‘0°/1/100%’ switch to ‘100%’.
Wait for the servo to stop.

Throughout Instructions 15a to 15e the actuators
will run randomly and the fans will be switched
off and on. This is normal.

e) Adjust ‘MAX’ control to make the meter
read 100.

f) Repeat Instructions 15c to 15e until both
readings are correct. The meter is now
calibrated as a servo position indicator
for the upper servo.

16 On the test box:-

Switch ‘RUN/SET’ switch to ‘SET’. Wait for servo
to stop. Upper servo will run to full cold unless
it is already at full cold.

17 Check:

a) Fans are running at minimum speed

b) Recirculation actuators are open
(recirculation)

c) Lower quantity actuator is closed

d) Mode actuator is in facia position

lf the positions are different from above, note these
and proceed.

18 Checking the recirculation actuators

a) Turn upper trimming potentiometer until:

The meter reads approximately 5.

b) Check that both recirculation actuators move
to the closed position (fresh air) and stop.

c) Turn upper trimming potentiometer anti-_
clockwise until meter reads 0.

d) Check that both recirculation actuators move
to the open position (recirculation) and stop.

If the positions of the actuators are the reverse
of 18b and 18d reset the cranks on the actuators.
If one or both actuators do not move during
instruction 18 there is an electrical fault.

19 Checking the lower quantity flap actuators

a) Disconnect fan delay coolant temperature
switch.
Yellow/Brown wire, switch is in the
thermostat housing.

b) Turn the upper servo“ trimming potentiometer
very slowly until the lower quantity flap
actuators runs. This should occur at a meter

O-reading of 10 - 2. The flap should be open.



The recirculation actuators will also run during
this operation.

c) Turn the trimming potentiometer anti-
clockwise and the actuator will run again.

d) Check that the lower quantity flap is closed
"when the actuator stops.

If the flap positions are the reverse of the above
and 17c, reset the crank on the actuator. lf the
actuator does not move during instruction 19 there
is an electrical fault.

20 Checking the mode flap actuator

a) Re-connect the fan delay coolant
temperature switch.

b) Slowly turn the upper servo trimming
potentiometer clockwise until the mode
actuator runs.

Check that:-

i) The fans have stopped

ii) The mode actuator has stopped in the
screen position

iii) There is 12 volts at the rear window
demist feed (Blue/Slate wire in boot)

iv) The meter reading is 25 * 2.

c) Disconnect the fan delay coolant temperature
switch

Check that:-

i) The lower quantity flap opens

ii) When this is fully open the fans should
start

iii) Airflow is to the windscreen

d) Turn the upper servo trimming potentiometer
anti-clockwise until a meter reading of
approximately 15 is obtained. The actuator
will run again.

Check that:-

i) The mode flap is in the facia position

ii) There is an airflow through the facia
outlets

iii) There is 0 volts at the rear window
demist feed

iv) There is an airflow through the lower
outlets

If the flap positions are the reverse of the above and
17d reset the crank on the actuator. If the actuator

does not move during Instruction 20 there is an
electrical fault.

21 Slowly adjust the upper servo trimming
potentiometer clockwise to move the servo until the
meter reading is 51, approaching from 0, not 100.
lf the servo overshoots, approach the reading from 0
once more.

This has set up the upper servo to calibrate the
upper temperature selector knob. Thus the reading
of 51 must be set up very carefully.

22 Switch air conditioning function switch to
‘OFF’.

Check that:-
1) The recirculation actuators have opened

2) The fans have stopped

23 Switch air conditioning function switch to
‘LOW’.

Check that:-

1) The recirculation actuators have closed

2) The fans have re-started

24 Switch off ignition.

25 Re-connect the 5-way trim cover socket. Switch
test box ‘OFF’ and remove test box.

26 Switch on ignition, wait for servos and actuators
to stop.

27 Warm lower sensor with fingers. Check that the
lower servo moves colder, i.e. the lever moves
downwards. Ignore any reactions from other
actuators.

28 Warm cantrail sensor with fingers. Check that
the upper servo moves colder, i.e. the lever moves
upwards. '

Ignore any reactions from other actuators or the
lower servo.

29 Switch air conditioning function switch to
‘AUTO’. Check that the fan speed increases.

30 Switch air conditioning function switch to
‘HIGH’. Check that the fan speed increases.

31 Switch air conditioning function switch to
‘DEF’.

Check that:

i) Both servos travel to full hot

ii) The airflow is to screen
iii) The lower quantity actuator is closed and

there is no airflow from the lower ducts

C3



iv) The fan speed is maximum. 33 Switch off air conditioning function switch

32 Replace the wire to the fan delay coolant 34 Switch off ignition.
temperature switch

35 Replace oil pressure switch connectionCheck that there is no change in conditions at
Instruction 31.
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Air Conditioning Unit Check List
(Suitable tor road test).

This check list assumes that the system has been
initially set up to Build and Setting instructions.

1 Start the engine.

2 Turn the A.C.U. switch to ‘DE-ICE’.
The fans should operate at high speed and all
air should be directed up the screen.

3 Switch off engine.

4 Switch on ignition.

5 Turn A.C.U. switch to ‘HIGH’ and temperature
selectors to minimum temperature.
The fans should not operate.

6 Start engine and ensure that servos, actuators
and fans are inoperative during cranking. As the
starter motor comes to rest the fans should start
and the servos take up their pre-determined
positions.

7 Switch off the engine.

8 Turn the temperature selectors to maximum
temperature.

9 Switch on the ignition and wait for the oil
pressure warning light to illuminate. Check that
the fans do not operate.

10 Start the engine and ensure that servos,
actuators and fans are inoperable during cranking.

11 Check that the lower quantity flap is closed.

12 As the coolant temperature reaches 44°C the
lower quantity flap should open and on reaching
its fully open position the fans should switch on.

Note: If when checking Op. 11 the lower
quantity flap is open, it could mean that the
coolant temperature is already above 44°C. If
this is the case, short circuit the yellow/brown
cable from the switch in the engine thermostat
housing to earth, the lower quantity flap should
then close.
Operation 12 can now be carried out by removing
the yellow/brown cable from earth and
re-fitting to the switch.

13 Check A.C.U. switch positions with the engine
running and the coolant temperature above 44° C.
Off
All system dead. Recirculate flaps in
recirculate position.

Low
Fan speed fixed low irrespective of temperature
selector positions. Servo positions variable as
determined by the positions of the temperature
selectors.

\ I

Auto
Turn one of the selector knobs to its mid position
and turn the other one slowly from min. to max.
temperature. The fans should progressively
change speed from high speed at each end of the
selectors travel to minimum speed in their mid
position.

Reverse the procedure, i.e. position the selector
which was varied to its mid position and test
the fan speed change on the other selector.

Note
If the car is without windows and is tested in a
relatively noisy area, it may be necessary to
cover the car with a cover in order to hear the
change in fan speeds.
The recirculation flaps should be in the fresh
position under all but the min. temperature
position on the upper temperature selector.

High
Fan speed at fixed max., irrespective of
temperature, selector positions.

Servo positions variable as determined by the
positions of the temperature selectors.

De-ice
Fan speed at max. irrespective of temperature
selector positions, and all air (max. available
temperature) should be directed up the screen.
(These conditions also apply if the coolant
temperature is below the fan delay thermostat
setting of 44°C as in Op. 2).

The recirculate flaps should be in the fresh
position.
With the engine running, turn the A.C.U. switch
through all its positions. In all positions, other
than OFF, check that the fuel filler door
solenoid is inoperable and that the compressor
clutch solenoid is engaged.
Note
lf the ambient temperature is below 0°C, the
compressor solenoid should disengage, check
this by removing the blue/yellow lead from the
compressor ambient switch which is situated
on the front face of the evaporator box.
Re-fit the cable after checking.

/\:



15 With the engine running and the A.C.U. switch
in all positions except OFF and DE-ICE, turn
the upper temperature selector from min. to
max. temperature. lt will be noticed that at a
certain knob position the air flow will change
from the facia to the screen. Check that the rear
window demister is operating in the screen
position but not in the facia mode.

Fault Finding Information

Introduction

This section of the report gives simple fault
finding instructions for faults found while
following the Checking and Setting Instructions
given in Section 6.2. Section 8 gives detailed
descriptions of each circuit’s operation, each part
of the system being described individually. lt is
recommended that this is studied to appreciate the
actual workings of the system, but should only be
used directly for fault finding if the information
given in Section 7.2 is not detailed enough. lt will
be found, however, that the circuit diagrams for
Section 8 will be useful for fault finding.

It is recommended that if a fault is suspected, the
Ch_eck and Setting Instructions are carried out as a
matter of course because suspected faults can be
caused by an incomplete understanding of the way
in which all the various circuits are inter-connected
and the non-operation of the component is in fact
intentional. Also faults which may not be apparent
at the time will be found, thus enabling all faults
to be rectified together during one ‘strip-down’ of
the system. Under normal conditions the system
will not operate unless the car engine is running.
lf this is not convenient the system can be made to
operate by disconnecting the oil pressure transmitter
and then switching on the ignition. If this procedure
is adopted, and the ignition is to be left switched
on for long periods, it is advisable to disconnect
the ignition coil to prevent it from over-heating. It
is important to place a notice near the ignition
switch as a reminder, stating which wires have
been disconnected.

Fault finding

The numbers at the beginning of the sections below
are related directly to the instructions in Section
6.2, Checking and Setting Instructions.

instruction 7

For this check the test box is being used as a
voltmeter wit"_ 2 range of O to 10 volts.

Instruction 7 Check 1

This is to one:-< t-re ‘-'5|.;9 of the stabilised voltage
from the stabiliser to the servos. Its value should
be 9.1*G.5'/oits.

For a reading of '3 volts:-
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Check fan and compressor fuse and air
conditioning fuse (fuse number 3).

Check that the air conditioning function switch
is switched on and either the car engine is
running or the ignition is on and the oil pressure
transmitter is disconnected.

Check that a 12 volt feed is reaching the
Voltage Stabiliser via the 9K wire in the module
plug and socket. lf not, go to 6 below.

Check that 9.1 volts is being fed from the
Voltage Stabiliser via the 9 KR wire in the
module plug and socket. lf not, go to 7 below.

If tests 1 to 4 are correct, the fault must lie in
the loom interconnections between the Voltage
Stabiliser and the servo units, or in the Servo
Units themselves. If the servos are suspect,
these should be changed only as a last resort
as they have been fully checked before being
fitted to the car. If possible, check the servos
in position on the car using a Servo Test Box.

The 12 volt feed to the Voltage Stabiliser is
fed via the Servo Isolation Relay and then via
the 14 YB wire from the Fan and Compressor
Relay. Check all the connections to these relays,
especially the 9K wire from the Servo isolation
Relay through the right hand toeboard socket D
to the Voltage Stabiliser.

For correct operation the servo isolation relay
should not be energised, and the fan and
compressor relay should be energised. If these
relays are not correctly energised and de-energised
as stated, the circuits associated with the relays
should be checked.

There are two reasons for the Voltage Stabiliser
not supplying 9.1 volts on the 9 KR wire:-

a) There is a short circuit on the 9KR line
either in the loom or in the servos.

Note: A short circuit will not damage the
Voltage Stabiliser.

b) The Voltage Stabiliser Module is faulty and
must be tested. lf possible this should be
checked on the car using a Voltage
Stabiliser and Fan Speed Module Test Box,
or checked in accordance with Section
8.11.1.

a reading between O and 8.6 volts:-

Check for an incorrect connection on the 9K wire
from the Voltage Stabiliser causing a partial
short circuit.
If check 1 is satisfactory the Voltage Stabiliser
is faulty and should be tested in accordance
with Section 8.11.1.



For a reading greater than 9.6 volts:-

1 Check the earth to Voltage Stabiliser. This is
the 9 BK wire to the 44 B wire to the left hand
A-post earth point. .

2 if check 1 is satisfactory the Voltage Stabiliser
is faulty and should be tested in accordance
with Section 8.11.1.

instruction 7 Checks 2 and 4

These check the voltages on the lower and upper
servo position potentiometers inside the servos.

There are three possible faults:-
1 is the meter reading for instruction 7, check 1

correct‘? If not, repeat instructions and fault
finding for instruction 7, check 1.

2 Remove servo modules. If this cures the fault
replace the relevant servo module.

3 Replace the servo as the fault is internal.

Instruction 7 Checks 3 and 5

These check the voltages on the lower and upper
temperature selector and sensor chains where the
control lines are brought into the servo modules.

Proceed to checking and setting instruction 8 and
continue to instruction 21. if these tests can be
completed satisfactorily the fault lies in the
temperature sensor networks and the instructions
given below should be followed. if instructions 8
to 21 cannot be completed satisfactorily, see the
relevant directions for each instruction.

1 An incorrect reading for instruction 7 check 3
indicates a fault in the lower sensor network.
An incorrect reading for instruction 7 check 5
indicates a fault in the upper sensor network.

2 Too high a reading indicates that the resistance
of the sensor chain is too high or open circuit.

3 Too low a reading indicates that the resistance
of the sensor chain is too low or short circuit.

Actual resistance values are given in Section
8.5.

Instruction 12
if the servo fails to move see Figure D1, Fault
Flow Chart 1.

Instruction 14

A meter reading 43 is unobtainable.

1 ls the servo movement erratic? if so, the trimming
potentiometer is faulty and either this or the
servo must be replaced.

2 If the trimming potentiometer is fully clockwise
and the meter reading is below 43, proceed as
follows:—

a) Check servo trim cover socket has been
disconnected.

b) Change servo module.

c) Check resistance of lower temperature
selector potentiometer. Resistance with leads
disconnected and knob in the mid-position
should be 490 '5 30 ohms.

d) Check interconnections between this
potentiometer and the servo.

if all these chec ks are satisfactory and if the
fault is still present, the servo must be replaced.

instruction 15
If the servo fails to move see Figure D1, Fault
Flow Chart 1.

instruction 17, Check a
A fan fault should be diagnosed using Figures D2,
D3 and D4, Fault Flow Charts 2a, 2b, 2c.

Instruction 17, Checks b to d
Ignore faults in this section as all these items are
checked individually later.

instruction 18

if the recirculation actuators do not operate:

1 Check actuators are not faulty with slave
actuator, or test the voltages at actuator plugs.

2 Check feeds to the actuators at the recirculation
relay. The 9 RN wire should have a live feed
from fuseboard A. If correct, check wiring from
this relay to the actuators.

3 Check that the recirculation relay is energised
when the upper servo moves away from full cold.
With the relay energised the recirculation flaps
should close, i.e. full fresh air.

4 Check that the recirculation relay is not energised
when the upper servo is at full cold. When the
recirculation relay is not energised the flaps
should open, i.e. recirculated air.

5 If the relay is not operating check that the relay
coil has a live feed for all ‘on’ positions of the
Function Switch and the switch itself .See
Section 8.

6 Check that the relay coil is earthed when the
upper servo moves away from full cold, and is
not earthed at full cold. If incorrect, check the
wiring from relay to servo. if wiring is all correct,
ensure that the servo does move to full cold.

_,-.-
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7 if the servo does move to full cold and the earth
signal is incorrect check the in-line diode, see
Figure F9. if this is correct the servo is faulty
and should be replaced.

if the recirculation actuators run on:-
1 Pull out the right hand recirculation actuator

plug. if this stops the left hand actuator from
running on then the right hand actuator is feeding
back, so one or both of the diodes on the air
conditioning diode board is faulty, i.e. either the
diode between the OS and the ON, or the diode
between the OG and the OLG.

2 if the left hand actuator still runs on then there
.-is a wiring or an actuator fault. if the wiring
and actuator are correct it is not possible for
this fault to occur. See Section 8.

Instruction 19

If the lower Quantity Flap Actuator does not
operate:

1 Check that the actuator is not faulty with a
slave actuator or test the voltages at the
actuator socket.

2 Check wiring from lower quantity relay to lower
quantity flap actuator.

3 Check that for all air conditioning function
switch positions except "DEF" the 14 UR wire
at the lower quantity relay is live when the
upper servo is to the hot side of 10% (i.e. as in
instruction 19b) and is not live when the upper
servo is to the cold side of 10% (i.e. as in
instruction 19c). If not go to 5.

4 Disconnect the 14 YN wire from the lower
quantity relay and repeat check and setting
instructions 19b to 19d. if the lower quantity
actuator does not run, go to 6. If the lower
quantity relay is energised, the lower quantity
flap will never open. Therefore if removing the
14 YN wire cures the fault the relay is being
earthed incorrectly, either by the lower quantity
flap micro-switch, by the fan delay coolant
temperature switch or by the wires connected to
them. The lower quantity flap micro-switch
should not earth this line only when the lower
quantity flap is fully open.

5 Repeat :1 ecl-< 3 above and monitor the voltage
at the 14 ‘JG wire on the upper servo plug and
socket. if I'l€ voltage switches when the servo
crosses the 10:5 position the fault lies in the
air conilziowing function switch or in the wiring
between ‘he servo plug and socket and the lower
quantity reray. if the voltage does not switch
at the _c:>er servo plug and socket, check that
the 9K wire to he upper servo is live. if it is,
the servo must be replaced as the fault is
internal.
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6 Test the Lower Quantity relay and if this is
correct, check the 14 UW wire from C3 on the
relay through the diode board to the 14 OW wire
on 'the actuator.

if the lower quantity actuator runs on:-

1 Check the action of the lower quantity relay.
When energised C1 should be live and C3
should not.

2 Check the four relevant diodes on the air
conditioning diode board which are in circuit
to prevent the actuator from running on, i.e. the
diodes between:— UW and OW; YN and YG;
UG and GK; OB and GK.

if the lower quantity actuator moves at an incorrect
meter reading.

1 Adjust the 10% micro-switch on the upper servo
(see Section 8.6) or, if necessary, replace servo.

Instruction 20

If the mode actuator does not operate:-

1 Check that the actuator is not faulty with a
slave actuator or check the voltages at the
actuator socket.

2 Check that the 14 OP wire at the upper servo
plug and socket is live when the mode should be
to screen (i.e. as in instruction 20, check b2).
Check that the 14 OU wire is live when the mode
should be to the facia (i.e. as in instruction 20,
check d1). If not, check that the 9K wire to the
upper servo is live.

3 If the voltages at the 14 OP wire or the 14 OU
wire do not switch at 25% upper servo position
and there is a live feed to the 9K wire then
there is an internal fault and the 25% micro-
switch should be reset (see Section 8.6) or, if
necessary, the servo should be replaced.

4 Check the wires and interconnections between
the upper servo plug and socket and the mode
actuator via the air conditioning diode board.
See Section 8.10.

instruction 20, check b1

If the fans do not stop:-

1 Check if the fan switch off relay is energised.
If not, go to 5.

2 Check fan switch off relay connections.

3 Check that terminal C2 is connected to earth.

4 Earth the 14 UB wire from the fan speed module
if this does not stop the fans, the fan speed
moduleis faulty and must be replaced. If the
fans do stop, the fan switch off relay or
associated circuits are faulty.



5 Earth W1 on fan switch off relay. If the fans
do not stop, go to 6. If the fans do stop, the
fault is in the YK path to earth. Check the
associated circuits.

6 Connect W2 to a live feed after disconnecting
the twin 14 NK wires .lf the fans do not stop
replace the fan switch off relay. if the fans
stop, the fault is in the 14 NK feed from the
14 RN wire via the air conditioning function
switch.

Instruction 20, check b3

No feed to rear window demister; continue to
instruction 20, check d3.

Instruction 20, check b4

if the meter reading is incorrect:-

1 Reset 25% micro-switch on the upper servo or,
if necessary, replace the servo.

instruction 20, check c1
If the lower quantity flap does not open:-

1 Proceed only if instruction 19 has been completed
satisfactorily.

lf instruction 19 is correctly completed this fault2
can only be caused by an incorrect earth on the
14 YN wire on the lower quantity relay. Check
by disconnecting the 14 YN wire from the lower
quantity relay. if the lower quantity now opens,
go to 3. If not, repeat instruction 19.

3 Check that the 14 YN wire from the lower quantity
relay to the fan delay coolant temperature switch
is not shorting to earth.

4 Check that the diode between the 14 YN and 14
YG on the air conditioning diode board is not in
short circuit. if so, the lower quantity relay will
be receiving an incorrect earth from the lower
quantity flap micro-switch.

Instruction 20, check c2

If the fans d o not start:~

1 If the operation of the mode flap actuator has
been checked as in the fault finding information
for instruction 20, and instruction 20 check b2
is correct, the crank on the actuator is not set
correctly.

Instruction 20, check d1

Mode actuator does not operate. See fault finding
information for instruction 20.

instruction 20, check d2
Airflow is not from the facia outlets:

1 if the fault finding information for instruction
20 and instruction 20 check c3 are correct, there
is a flap linkage fault.

Instruction 20, check d3
Incorrect feeds to the rear window demister.

1

2

3

if instruction 20 check b3 was incorrect and
there is now a feed at the US rear window demist
wire, the rear window demist relay is operating
correctly but its contacts are wired incorrectly.

Check that the 28 US wire is connected to C2
on the relay and the 28 NS wire is connected
to C3.

If instruction 20 check b3 was correct and there
is still a live feed at the 28 US wire, check that
the rear window demist relay is energised. if
not, check the relay feed back to the upper servo
socket.

Check the relay and replace if faulty.

If no feed can be obtained at the 28 US wire on
screen or facia mode, check the rear window
demi st fuse.

Check the feed to 28 NS on C3 of the relay.

Check the feed to the relay winding in facia mode
and check the earth to the relay.

Check the relay and replace if faulty.

Instruction 20, check d4

Proceed only if instruction 20'check b1 has been
carried out successfully.

if so, the circuits connected with the fan switch
off relay are operating correctly. Therefore the
fault lies in either the inter-connections between
the lower quantity flap micro-switch and the fan
switch off relay, or the lower quantity flap
micro-switch itself. Check particularly that the
lower quantity flap linkage is operating the
micro-switch when the flap is fully open.

instruction 20, check c3

The airflow is not to the screen:-

No airflow from lower outlets.

if instruction 19 has been checked satisfactorily,
proceed as fo|lows:-

1 Check that the lower quantity flap relay is
energised. If not, go to 3.

2 Disconnect W2 on the lower quantity flap relay.
If the lower quantity flap actuator now opens,
there is a short circuit to earth on the YN line.

3 The lower quantity relay or its connections must
be fault as all other circuits were checked in
instruction 19.

I\-\
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instruction 21

A meter reading of 51 is unobtainable.

1 ls the servo movement erratic? If so the trimming
potentiometer is faulty and either this or the
servo must be replaced.

2 if the trimming potentiometer is fully clockwise
and the meter reading is below 51, proceed as
follows!-

a) Check that the servo trim cover socket has
been disconnected.

b) Change the servo module.

c) Check the resistance of the upper temperature
selector potentiometer. The resistance with
the leads disconnected and the dial in mid-
position should be 420 T 30 ohms.

d) Check the interconnections between this
potentiometer and the servo.

lf all checks are satisfactory, and if the fault is
still present, the servo must be replaced.

Instruction 22, check 1

The recirculation flaps do not open.

if instruction 18 has been completed successfully
the only cause of this fault can be that the 14 NK
feed to the recirculation relay is live permanently.

1 Check the 14 NK wire from the recirculation
relay back to the air conditioning function
switch.

2 Check the air conditioning function switch. The
14 NK wire should be live for all positions
except "OFF".

Instruction 22, check 2

Fans do not stop.

1 Check the voltage at the 14 NK wire on the fan
and compressor relay. if this point is live then
either the air conditioning function switch is
faulty as this should break the 12 volt feed in
the "OFF" position, or the 14 NK wire is
obtaining an incorrect feed which must be
traced.

2 if this point is not live and the fans are still
running, the fan and compressor relay must be
faulty or wired incorrectly.

Instruction 23, check 1

liiecirculation flaps do not close. Repeat instruction
8.
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Instruction 23, check 2

Fans do not re-start. See Figures D2, D3 and D4
fault flow charts 2a, 2b and 2c.

instruction 27

Lower servo does not move.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Turn lower temperature selector to maximum
temperature and then warn the lower sensor with
fingers. if the flap lever now moves dOWl'lW8l'd$,
the system is correct and no further action
should be taken.

If the servo does not move, remove the 5-way
trim cover socket and repeat instruction 12.

When the test box has been calibrated to read
the lower servo positions, replace the 5-way
trim cover socket.

Switch the test box to "RUN" and "AUTO". If
the test box indicates that the servo has moved
to 100, there is a sensor chain fault, so
instruction 7 check 3 should be repeated.

if the test box reads between 0 and 100, warm
the lower sensor with fingers. if the servo now
starts to move towards 0 then this is correct.
The reason that the servo temperature flap
lever did not move originally was that the
prevailing temperature conditions in the car
dictated that the servo was in the overtravel
position, so the temperature flap lever was held
stationary vihile the servo was still able to
move against spring pressure.

if the test box reads zero turn the lower
temperature selector to maximum temperature.
if the servo now moves away from zero, warm
the lower sensor with fingers. if the meter
now moves towards zero this is conect and no
further action should be taken.

lf the servo remains on zero, there is a sensor
chain fault and instruction 7 check 3 should be
repeated.

instruction 28

Upper servo does not move. Repeat the fault finding
as given for instruction 27 but read upper servo for
lower servo.

lnstructi on 29

No

1

increase in fan speed.

Disconnect the 5-way trim cover socket so that
both servos will run to full hot and so demand
maximum fan speed. if the fan speed then l
increases, the system is correct and no further
action need be taken.



Connect a wire between the 14 UN wire in the
fan speed module plug and socket and the 9
OY wire in the lower servo plug and socket. If
this causes an increase in fan speed, go to 3
since the servo and fan speed module are
correct. If there is no speed change, go to 4.

Atthe air conditioning function switch connect
the 9 OY wire to the 14 UN wire. if the fan speed
increases, the air conditioning function switch
is faulty and should be replaced. if the speed
does not increase, the fault lies in the 9 OY line
to the lower servo or the 14 UN line to the fan
speed module.

With a voltmeter (not a test lamp) check that the
9 OY wire in the lower servo plug and socket is
live, i.e. approximately 12 volts. if the 9 OY
wire is live, the fan speed module is faulty, go
to 6. If the 9 OY wire is not live, check the
voltage at the the 14 YB wire in the lower servo
plug and socket. if this reads approximately 12
volts the servo is faulty and should be replaced.
H the reading is Zero Check the 14 YB wire’ which If the airflow is not to the screen, repeat instructionis the positive feed to the air conditioning
system, back to the fan and compressor relay,
see Figure F13.

if the servo has been replaced or a fault found
in the 14 YB feed and the fan speed is still not
correct, go back to instruction 2.

if a live feed to the 14 UN wire does not increase
the fan speed, the fan speed module is faulty. ,
ln the fan speed module disconnect the green
plug from the socket on the printed circuit board.
(On early models disconnect both green plugs
from the two boards). if the fan speed now
increases, change the printed circuit board (or
the larger board if there are two). If the fan speed
does not increase, the power switching circuit
is faulty and should be replaced.

Instruction 30

increase in fan speed

Proceed only if instruction 29 is correct.

Check if the 14 YB wire at the air conditioning
selector switch is live. if not, check this line
back to where it picks up a feed from the 44YB
fan speed module feed.

Short the 14 YB to the 14 UN wire at the air
conditioning selector switch. if the fan speed
now increases, the switch is faulty. if not,
check the 14 UN wire back to the fan speed
module.

if the speed still does not increase, connect a
voltmeter across one fan motor. if this reads 12
volts or more, the fans are already running at
maximum speed. if this reading does not reduce
when “AUTO” is selected, it is the “AUTO”

fan speed which is incorrect. To rectify this
fault re pace the air conditioning function switch

instruction 31

Both servos do not travel to full hot.

1 Disconnect the 5-way trim cover socket. If the
servos now travel to full hot, there is a short
circuit in the temperature sensor chain or in the
air conditioning function switch. See 2 below.
if the servos do not travel to full hot, repeat
instructions 1 to 16, with fault finding if
necessary.

2 Disconnect the 9 O at the air conditioning
function switch. if the servos now travel to
full hot, the air conditioning function switch is
faulty. If the servos do not travel to full hot,
the 9 O wire is shorting to earth. Check all
connections and the ambient sensors.

20, check d.

The lower quantity actuator is not closed. Proceed
only if instruction 19 was correct.

1 Check that the 9 RN wi re at the air conditioning
function switch is live. if not, check back to
the fuse board.

2 Join the 9 RN wire to the 9 OB at the air
conditioning function switch connections. if
this closes the lower quantity actuator,-the air
conditioning function switch is faulty.

3 Check that there is a live feed at the 9 OB
wire at the air conditioning diode board. if not,
check the 9 OB wire from the diode board to the
the air conditioning function switch.

4 Check the diode between the 9 OB and the 9
GK wire on the air conditioning diode board,
and replace if faulty.

5 if the fault is still present, repeat instruction 19.

Fans do not run at maximum speed. The fan
connections at the air conditioning function switch
contacts are identical on "DEF" 88 On "HIGH"-
Therefore for any faults, repeat the fault finding
for instruction 30.

Instruction 32

Fans have stopped

1 Disconnect the 9 O wire from the fan delay relay
if the fans now start, there is an earth short on
this 9 O wire or the air conditioning function
switch is faulty. Note that this fault will also
result in both servos not running to full hot.

C1?



2

3

4

C12

Disconnect the 14 YK wire from the fan delay
relay, keeping the 9 O wire disconnected. if the
fans now start, the relay is faulty or wired
incorrectly. Check that the 14 YG is to C1 and
the 14 YK is to C2.

Disconnect the twin 14 YK wires from the fan
switch off relay. If the fans now start, there is
a short to earth on the 14 YK line.

Disconnect the 14 UB wire from the fan switch
off relay. If the fans now start, the fan switch
off relay is faulty or wired incorrectly.

Check that the 14 B is to C2, the 14 UB is to
C1 and the 14 UP is to C3. if the fans do not
start, the fan speed module is faulty.
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8 Detailed Circuit Description

8.1 Interlock circuit

The theoretical circuit diagram is shown in
Figure F1 and the practical circuit diagram in
Figure F2.

Both the fan and compressor and the servo circuits
are fed from the fan and compressor fuse. The fan
and compressor feeds are switched by the fan and
compressor relay and the servo feed is taken from
the fan and compressor feed but via the servo
isolation relay. Therefore the fans and compressor
are switched on when the fan and compressor relay
is energised, and the servos are switched on when
the fan and compressor relay is energised and the
servo isolation relay is not energised. The YB
switched fan feeds are taken from C1 on the fan and
compressor relay, through toeboard socket E, then
directly to the fan speed module. A BY switched
feed is taken from C2 on the servo isolation relay
to the compressor ambient switch and then to the
compressor clutch. The contacts on the compressor
ambient switch break when the temperature falls
below 0°C. The compressor clutch is earthed via
the fan switch off relay, the 14 UP switched earth
line running from the compressor clutch, through
toeboard socket D, then to the fan switch off relay.
Thus the compressor clutch is engaged when the fan
and compressor relay is energised, the fan switch
off relay is not energised, and the ambient temperature
is above 0°C. The switched feed to the servos is
taken by the 9 K wire from C3 on the servo isolation
relay, through toeboard socket D and then directly
to the servos. A 9 K wire is looped from the servos
to feed the voltage stabiliser module. The coils
which operate the fan and compressor relay and the
servo isolation relay are fed by the air conditioning
fuse, number 3. To achieve the required switching
combinations, both the live and earth sides of both
these relay coils are switched as will be described
below.

The fan and compressor relay is energised when the
ignition is switched on, except when the air
conditioning function switch is "OFF" or when the
starter motor is in operation. This is achieved by
feeding the relay coil via the air conditioning
function switch and earthing the relay through the
starter motor. The starter motor provides a low
resistance earth path at all times except when the
motor is fed with 12 volts which effectively shorts
out the relay coil causing it to become de-energised.
The feed to the air conditioning function switch is
taken from the air conditioning fuse by the 9 RN
wire. The switched feed to the fan and compressor

Section E
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relay coil is taken from the air conditioning function
switch by the 14 NK wire through toeboard socket
D. This 14 NK wire is live for all air conditioning
function switch positions except "OFF". The earth
line for this relay coil is the 14 NU wire which is
routed directly from the relay coil to the starter
motor. _

The servo isolation relay is energised when the
ignition and air conditioning are switched on and
the oil pressure transmitter contacts are closed,
that is when there is no oil pressure. The live feed
to the relay coil is switched by the air conditioning
function switch, the 14 NK switched feed being taken
from the switch at the same point as the feed to the
fan and compressor relay. However this feed to the
servo isolation relay is routed via the fan switch off
relay and a diode on the air conditioning diode board.
lt is brought out of the diode board on the 9 WU wire,
through toeboard socket D to the servo isolation relay
coil. The 14 WN earth line for this relay is taken to
the oil pressure transmitter via toeboard socket F,
the 14 WN wire being fed into the car at this point
and then to the oil pressure warning lamp.

The sequence of events for the interlock circuits
is as follows. When the ignition is switched on, and
if the air conditioning function switch is at "LOW".
“AUTO”, “HIGH” or "DEF". the fan and compressor
relay is energised and so supplies a feed to the fan
speed module, the compressor clutch and the servo
isolation relay. The servo isolation relay is also
energised since the oil pressure switch contacts are
closed due to the lack of oil pressure. This results
in the feed to the servos being broken by this relay.

Whilst the engine is being cranked the fan and
compressor relay becomes de-energised, thus
breaking the feed to the fan speed module, the
compressor clutch and the servo isolation relay.
Thus even if oil pressure builds up during cranking,
which would result in the servo isolation relay
becoming de-energised, there will be no feed to the
servos because it has been broken by the fan and
compressor relay. Although the fan speed module
was receiving a live feed when the-ignition was
first switched on, the fans will not operate due to
the action of the inhibit circuits which are described
below in Section 8.2.

The purpose of routing the switched feed to the
servo isolation relay through a diode is to prevent
the oil warning lamp from finding an earth path
through the servo isolation relay coil and then
through the fan and compressor relay coil to earth
through the starter motor, when the air conditioning
function switch is at “OFF”. Therefore if this
diode has failed in short circuit, the oil pressure
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light will glow dimly when the air conditioning
system is switched off. The symptoms of an open
circuit failure are more obvious.

It can be seen that, under normal working conditions,
the car engine must be running before any air
conditioning checks are carried out. lf this is not
convenient, the oil pressure transmitter can be
disconnected by pulling oft the lucar connected 14
WN wire. The air conditioning circuits will then
operate as soon as the ignition is switched on.

8.2 Inhibit circuit

The theoretical circuit of this is shown in Figure
F3 and the practical circuit in Figure F4.

The inhibit circuits are used to hold off the fans
and compressor for a number of required temporary
periods by means other than switching off their
voltage supplies. The fans and compressor are
held off for three conditions:-
i) when the ignition is first switched on before

the engine has been started,
ii) when the coolant temperature is below 44°C

and the system is in screen mode, i.e.
demanding hot air,

iii) when the system is in screen mode and the
lower quantity flap is in any position other
than fully open, regardless of coolant
temperature.

Both the fans and compressor are held off for these
periods by the fan switch off relay. This relay has
its moving contact, C2, connected to earth. The
normally closed contact, C3, is connected by the
14 UP wire, via toeboard socket D, to the
compressor clutch. The normally open contact, C1,
is connected by the 14 UB to the fan speed module.
When this 14 UB wire is connected to earth it holds
off the output transistor in the fan speed module
which then prevents the fans being switched on.
Therefore when the fan switch off relay is not
energised, the compressor clutch is earthed by the
relay and can operate normally, and the 14 UB wire
to the fan speed module is open-circuit thus
enabling the fans to be switched on. When the relay
is energised the earth line to the compressor clutch
is interrupted, preventing it from engaging, and the
fan speed module is earthed through the 14 UB wire
so holding oft the fans. The fan switch off relay
coil receives a switched live feed on the 14 NK
wire from the air conditioning function switch and
so is live when the ignition is switched on and the
air conditioning function switch is in any position
other than "OFF". The coil of the fan switch off
relay has two possible routes to earth. One earth
path is the 14 YK wire, through the diode board
and then via the 14 AN wire through toeboard
socket F to the oii pressure transmitter to earth.
The relay is energised using this earth route when
the ignition and the air conditioning are switched
on and there is no cil pressure. 1'.-its is how the
fans and compressor are inhibited when the ignition

E2

is first switched on before starting the engine. The
second earth route is the 14 YK wire through
toeboard socket D to the fan delay relay. lf this
relay is energised, the fan switch off relay is
earthed on the 14 YG wire. This wire may be earthed
either by the lower quantity flap micro-switch via
toeboard socket D, or by the coolant temperature
switch via toeboard socket D, the diode board
where the earth line emerges on the 14 YN wire and
back through toeboard socket D. Thus this second
earth route can only operate the fan switch off relay
when the fan delay relay is energised.

The fan delay relay is energised when the air
conditioning is operating in the screen mode, except
when "DEF" is selected. The feed to the fan delay
relay is switched by the 25% mode change micro-
switch in the upper servo. When the mode is to
screen, the 14 OP wire from the upper servo is live
and this feeds the fan delay relay via the air
conditioning diode board and the 14 Y wire which is
routed through toeboard socket D. The fan delay
relay coil is earthed by the 9.0 wire through toeboard
socket E to the air conditioning function switch.
This line is earthed for all positions except "DEF".
Thus the fan delay relay provides the second route
to earth for the fan switch off relay, and provides the
necessary signal to hold off the fans and compressor
when the coolant temperature is below 44°C and the
mode is to the screen, also when the lower quantity
flap is not fully open when the mode is to screen.
This circuit also prevents the fans from being held
off when “DEF" has been selected.

The reason for the lower quantity flap micro-switch
inhibiting the fans it to initiate a fixed sequence
of events when the coolant temperature switch
operates, as a further refinement of the inhibit
system. When the coolant temperature is below 44°C
(the coolant temperature switch connects the 14 YN
wire to earth) not only are the fans and compressor
inhibited but also the lower quantity relay is held
closed. Thus, when the coolant temperature exceeds
44°C and the contacts of the coolant temperature
switch open, the fans do not start immediately since
the lower quantity flap micro-switch is inhibiting
this. However, the opening of the coolant temperature
switch contacts causes the lower quantity relay to
become de-energised and the lower quantity flap
begins to open. When fully open it operates the lower
quantity flap micro-switch which causes the fans to
start and the compressor clutch to engage. As was
explained in Section 5.3, this prevents a sudden
unexpected airflow through the screen outlets.
The circuit controlling the lower quantity actuator
is described below in Section 8.9. _

The diode between the 14 WN and 14 YK wires isto
prevent the oil pressure warning light from finding
an earth through the tan switch off relay coil and
the fan and compressor relay coil, through the starter
motor. lf this diode has failed in short circuit, the
oil pressure warning light will glow dimly when the
air conditioning system is switched off.



8.3 Air conditioning function switch

The function switch has two double wafers,
connected by 10 flying leads into the air conditioning
loom by means of single lucar connectors behind the
instrument board. There this switch can be
completely disconnected locally making replacement
a simple operation. A chart showing wire connections
for all switch positions is given with the circuit
diagram in Figure F5. It is not recommended that the
first procedure for suspected faulty switch operation
is to check the switch in accordance with this chart
unless the instrument board trim has already been
removed as it is quite possible that the fault is in
the interconnections and associated components
connected to the switch and these can be checked
by removing far less coach trim.

8 .4 Temperature selectors

These are two 10 K ohms inverse logarithmic
potentiometers mounted on the instrument board.
Each potentiometer is shunted by a fixed resistance
and is connected by means of in-line lucars in the
air conditioning loom. The upper potentiometer is
shunted by 910 ohms and the lower by 1300 ohms
which makes the two assemblies not interchangeable.
if the potentiometers are disconnected from the air
conditioning loom, the resistance of the upper one
should be 480 ohms and the lower 530 ohms, both
measured with their knobs in the centre position.
These resistances should decrease as the potentio-
meters are turned towards maximum temperature.

8 .5 Temperature sensors
The temperature sensors form a potential divider
network in conjunction with the temperature selectors
A fault in either the selectors or the sensors is
indicated by an incorrect reading in checking and
setting instruction 7, tests 1 to 5.
8 .5.1 Upper system

This has three temperature sensors, connected as
shown in Figure F6. To check the upper system the
test box is connected as described in checking and
setting instruction 7, test 5, where the test box is
reading voltage V in Figure F6. Too high a reading
indicates that the resistance of the network between
A and B is too low or that the resistance of the
network between A and C is too high. lf the test box
reads 91, this indicates that the circuit between A
and C is open-circuit, or the circuit between A and
B is short-circuit. Too low a reading indicates that
the resistance of the network between A and B is
too high or that the resistance between A and C is
too low. Figure F7 will greatly assist the location
of any faults in conjunction with the chart below.

Resistance of ambient sensor between 9 YU and
9 O is 1000 ohms.
Resistance of top roll sensor between 9 YU and
9 YW is 3100 ohms.
Resistance of cantrail sensor between 9 YW and
9 YU is 2100 ohms.
Resistance of temperature selector in central

(vertical) position is 480’ 30 ohms.
Resistance of servo trim cover plug betwee" 3 Yv-
and 9 YW is 510 ohms.
Resistance of servo trimming potentiometer
variable between 0 and 1000 ohms.

All sensor resistances are measured at 25°C. If t"e
temperature is lower all readings will be slightly
higher and vice-versa. For resistance values at
different temperatures and resistance measurement
techniques see Section 8.5.3. Note that a component
whose resistance is being checked must be
discohnected from the car looms.

8 .5.2 Lower system

This has two temperature sensor, connected as
shown in Figure F6. A fault in this sensor chain
or in the lower temperature selector is indicated by
an incorrect reading in checking and setting
instruction 7, test 3. For this test the test box is
connected as a voltmeter reading voltage V shown in
Figure F6. Too high a reading indicates that the
resistance of the network between X and Y is too
low or that the resistance between X and Z is too
high. If the test box reads 91, this indicates that the
circuit between X and Z is open-circuit or that the
circuit between X and Y is short-circuit. Too low a
reading indicates that the resistance of the network
between X and Y is too high or the resistance between
X and Z is too low. A test box reading of zero
indicates that the circuit between X and Z is short-
circuit or that the circuit between X and Y is open-
circuit. Figure F7 will assist the location of faults
in conjunction with the charts below.
Resistance of ambient sensor between 9 YP and
9 O is 1100 ohms.
Resistance of lower sensor between 9 YR and_9 YP
is 2100 ohms.
Resistance of temperature selector in central
(vertical) position is 530 '5 30 ohms.
Resistance of servo trim cover plug between 9 YR
and 9 YR is 510 ohms. '
Resistance of servo trimming potentiometer variable
between 0 and 1000 ohms.

All sensor readings measured at 25°C. If the
temperature is lower, all readings will be slightly
higher and vice-versa. For resistance values at
different temperatures and resistance measurement
techniques see Section 8.5.3. Note that a component
whose resistance is being checked must be
disconnected from the car looms.

8.5.3 Resistance measurement

Curves showing the resistances, of the five
temperature sensors over a range of temperatures
from 10°C to 30°C are given in Figure F8. If the
sensor connections are not easily accessible, curves
1 and 4 give the total resistances of the upper and
lower sensor chains, as these can be measured on
the car by removing only the servo trim cover.
Although such measurements will not show which
of the sensors is faulty, it does indicate whether a



fault is present and so any strip down of the car is
not done in vain. To measure the resistances of the
servo chains, first disconnect the servo trim cover
plug and then connect a suitable resistance measuring
instrument between car earth and one of the 9 YR
wires for the lower system, or one of the 9 YW
wires for the 9 YW wires for the upper system, at
the trim cover socket. As there are two 9 YR and two
9 YW wires in the socket it is necessary to check
that the correct wire of each pair is being used. lf
the correct wire has been chosen, the resistance
reading will not change when the temperature
selector knob is rotated. Therefore if the reading
does change in sympathy with the position of the
temperature selector, change the connection to the
other wire.

The connections at the trim cover socket can also
be used to measure the total resistance of the
temperature selector potentiometer, the servo
trimming potentiometer and the servo module range
resistor, all of which are connected in series. For
these measurements connect the resistance measuring
instrument between the 9 K line at the servos and
one of the pair of 9 YR wires for the lower system
or 9 YW wires for the upper system. On this
occasion the correct wire of the pair of either 9 YR
or 9 YW wires is the one which produces a resistance
change when the temperature selector knob is rotated.
With the servo trimming potentiometers fully
clockwise and the temperature selectors in the
central position, the resistance for the upper system
should be 1230 ohms * 5% and the resistance for the
lower system should be 1280 ohms *5%. With the
servo trimming potentiometers fully anti-clockwise,
both these resistances should increase by 1000
ohms - 20%.

8 .6 Temperature flap servos

The temperature flap servos are each driven by a
small DC motor, which drives the main gear on the
servo output shaft. Each temperature flap lever is
connected to the output shaft by means of a spring
which is strong enough to operate the temperature
flap, but allows the servo to continue to rotate when
the flap levers are restrained by stops, to give servo
overtravel. The servo overtravel is designed to make
in-car temperature a linear relationship to servo
angular position. On the lower servo, this overtravel
occurs on heating (see Figure B14), where the in-car
temperature increases after the flap is at full hot
since the servo is still opening the water tap and
increasing the fan speed. The overtravel occurs on
the upper servo on cooling, where the temperature
flap is moved to full cold before the servo is at full
cold and extra cooling effort is obtained solely by
the servo increasing the fan speed (see Figure B11).

Two small gearw-heels are driven by the main gear
of each servo. These drive the fan speed potentio-
meter and the servo position (feedback) potentiometer.
Each servo position potentiometer is connected to
the relative servo module, and both fan speed
potentiometers are connected in parallel, then to
the fan speed module.
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Also connected to each servo output shaft is a
nylon disc which has two sets of cams moulded into
it. These operate the servo micro-switches, that is,
the hot and cold limit micro-switches in both servos
and the 10% and 25% micro-switches in the upper
servo oniy. The angular positions at which all these
micro-switches operate is adjustable by means of a
screw and a lock-nut. The potentiometers and micro-
switches in the servos have been set up very
carefully using specialised test equipment. Therefore
the servo mechanism should not be dismantled as
these settings will invariably be altered. Not only
will this cause the servo to operate unsatisfactorily
but also it could easily be damaged by potentiometers
being forced past their mechanical stops or the flap
lever stalling the servo due to incorrect setting of
the limit switches.

8 .7 Servo modules

A faulty servo module is difficult to diagnose on the
car. If possible a servo module test box should
always be used. lf this is not available, a servo
module fault should normally be checked by
substitution. However, if a servo module fault is
suspected it is most important that substitution is
not the first check as something in the associated
circuitry may have destroyed the module. Therefore
it is important that the system is carefully checked
before a replacement module is fitted or this too
will be destroyed. As a faulty servo module will
almost certainly result in the servo not operating
it is recommended that fault flow chart 1 (Figure
D1) is followed.

8 .8 Recirculation actuators

Figure F9 shows the circuits associated with the
recirculation actuators. The two actuators are
connected in parallel through two diodes to prevent
them running by one actuator feeding the other. lt
is normal for theright hand actuator to sometimes
turn through two revolutions. The two actuators
are fed from the recirculation relay, the centre
contact C2 being fed directly from an ignition fed
fuse, number 3. The relay winding is fed from the
same fuse but is switched by the function switch so
that W2 is live for all switch positions except
“OFF”. The relay wlnd_ing is earthed through an
in-line diode and the upper servo cold limit micro-
switch. This earth path is broken only when the upper
servo moves to full cold. To check the operation of
this switch it is essential to be positive that the
servo has moved to full cold and has operated the
limit switch. This is most easily achieved using
the air conditioning test box, since it is by no
means true to assume that the servo will move to
full cold when minimum temperature has been
selected.

When the cold limit switch has operated, the UK
wire becomes live. The purpose of the in-line diode
is to prevent this voltage from being fed back along
the NK wire through the relay coil as it is possible
for this to latch in any of the other relays being fed
from this line. Fault finding will be found to be



straightforward using Figure F9 which shows the
actual routing of all the wires used to operate the
recirculation actuators.

8.9 Lower quantity flap actuator

The theoretical circuit is shown in Figure F10. The
lower quantity flap actuator is operated primarily by
the upper servo 10% micro-switch such that the
actuator is closed on the cold side of 10% and open
on the hot side. However this is complicated by two
overriding conditions. The lower quantity flap is
always closed when "DEF" is selected on the
function switch, or when the coolant temperature
is below 44°C. Therefore fault finding is simplified
by ensuring that neither of these overriding conditions
exist. Check therefore that the function switch is
not at “DEF" and disconnect the 14 YN wire on the
coolant temperature switch to simulate the coolant
being warm. (Obviously if the coolant is already
above 44°C and disconnecting this 14 YN wire
cures the trouble, then the coolant temperature
switch is faulty).

With the aid of an air conditioning test box, motor
the upper servo to full hot where the lower quantity
flap should be in the open position. A positive feed
should now be present at the OW wire to the lower
quantity flap actuator, having been fed from the 9 K
feed into the servos, through the upper servo 10%
micro-switch, out to the function switch, through the
lower quantity relay which should not be energised,
and finally through the diode board. The feed to the
servos via the 9K wire is fed from the servo isolation
relay. if the 9K wire is not live, see Section 8.1.

Now motor the upper servo to full cold where the
10% micro-switch should have changed over to feed
the GK wire to the lower quantity flap actuator,
which should make the actuator run to the closed
position.

lf "DEF" is selected, the OW actuator feed is broken
by the function switch between the UR and UG
wires. Further, a new supply is fed directly from the
fuseboard, via the diode board, to the GK actuator
feed which drives the actuator to the closed position.

If the function switch is at "LOW", “AUTO” or
"HIGH", the upper servo is to the hot side of 10%
and the coolant temperature is above 44 C (i.e. the
14 YN wire is not being earthed), the lower quantity
flap should be open as described previously.
However, if the coolant is cold (i.e. the 14 YN wire
is connected to earth) the lower quantity relay should
be energised, joining C1 or C2. Thus the 10% micro-
switch signal will be overriden and the ‘closed’
contact of the lower quantity flap actuator will be
fed from C1 on the lower quantity relay.

Diode A_is to prevent the lower quantity relay
contacts being fed by the lower quantity flap
actuator when it is travelling towards the closed
position. Such a feed would cause the lower quantity
relay to vibrate continuously as the coil would be
fed through its own contacts. Diode B is also present

to stop the lower quantity relay being incorrectly
fed. A feed back to C1 would cause the relay to
latch in once the coil had been energised. Aliht-u§’*
a diagnosis of statice conditions proves that sucn e
condition could not exist, it has been found that the
upper servo 10% micro-switch consistently switches
more quickly than the relay reacts to the signal
from the switch, so the relay latches in.

Diode C is to prevent a feed from the GK wire from
the upper servo, whic is not ignition switched, from
being fed back through the 9 RN to fuse number 3
when "DEF" is selected. If this were permitted to'
occur the air conditioning circuits would feed into
the ignition switched circuits and it would be
impossible to switch oft the engine when the
function switch is at "DEF".

Although both the fan delay coolant temperature
switch and the lower quantity flap micro-switch are
required to inhibit the fans, the lower quantity relay
must be operated only by the temperature switch,
not the lower quantity flap micro-switch. Diode D
is used to prevent the lower quantity relay from being
operated by the lower quantity flap micro-switch
because this would cause the system to “lock-up"
because the flap would hold the micro-switch closed
but the flap could not open until the micro-switch
had opened.

8 .10 Mode flap actuator

The circuit diagram for this is shown in Figure
F11.

The mode flap actuator is controlled by the upper
servo 25% micro-switch. This is fed by the 9K wire
from the servo isolation relay and if this is not .
live, the interlock circuits are at fault, as described
in Section 8.1. When the upper servo is to the cold
side of 25% position, the micro-switch feeds the
OU wire, so driving the flap to the facia position.
When the servo is to the hot side of 25% position,
the micro-switch feeds the OP wire which is fed
to the diode board and emerges on the OR wire which
drives the actuator to screen. While there are no
overriding circuits in this circuit, the 25% micro-
switch does command other functions as described
in Section 8.1.

The diode between the OR and the OP is to prevent
the mode actuator from feeding the fan delay whilst
it is being driven to the facia position.

8.11 Voltage stabiliser and fan speed module

Both these units can be completely checked
hdependently of the car, using a Voltage Stabiliser
and Fan Speed Module Test Box. lf this is not
available, the course of action should be to check
the feeds and other connections to the units as the
usual reason for non-operation is a fault in the
inhibit and interlock systems, described in Sections
8.1 and 8.2.

:>_:



However, if the fault does prove to be in the module
itself, some checks can be carried out without the
test box. While the operation of the modules itself
is not expected to be understood, and indeed is
not described, a knowledge of the function of each
wire will assist in fault diagnosis.

8 .11.1 Voltage stabiliser

This is the unit which supplies the 9.1 volt supply
to the servo modules and a 7.0 volt supply to each
servo motor. The three stabilised voltages are
obtained from three independent circuits, all of
which obtain their unstabilised 12 volt supply from
the 9K wire which is fed from the servo isolation
relay, via toeboard socket D and the servo
connections, see Figures F10 and F12.

The 9.1 volt stabilised supply is produced on the 9
KR wire, the 9 BK being used to earth this
stabilising circuit. The 9 KR 9.1 volt line is tested
by the air conditioning test box in checking and
setting instruction 7, check 1. if the test box
reading is 91 t 5, the circuit is correct. A reading
in excess of 100 indicates that the circuit is not
stabilising, either due to the earth line being
open-circuit or an internal fault in the stabiliser.
A reading of zero can be due either to an open or
short circuit in any of the stabiliser connections.
A short circuit in the 9 KR wire will not damage
the stabiliser and a short circuit in the 9K wire
will blow the fan and compressor fuse. It is also
worthwhile to check the servo earth as the module
may be operating correctly but the test box may
not be finding an earth through the servo earth.

The 7.0 volt supplies are identical to each other
and independently serve the two servo motors.
These supplies cannot be tested using the air
conditioning test box so a fault can be difficult
to diagnose. If one or both of these supplies is
faulty then the relative servo will either not run,
or run much too quickly. If a servo will not run,
the first action should be to follow Figure D1,
flow chart '1, as this will eliminate all other possibl
causes of servo failure. If the servo power supplies
are then shown to be the cause of the fault, the
checks below should be carried out.

Since the two 7.0 volt servo power supplies are
identical, the following instructions are written for
the lower servo power supply. For the upper servo
power supply, where a different wire is to be tested
the wire coiour is shown in brackets.

To test the stabiliser, disconnect the 9 way plug
and socket and connect a 12 volt feed to the 9K
wire, and connect the 9 BK to earth. Now connect
a voltmeter across the 9 KLG (9 KU) and the 9 BK
wire. The reading should be 12 volts. Next connect
the 9 KB (9 KP) wire to the 9 BK and the reading
should fall to 7.0 Y 0.5 volts. Disconnect the 9 KB
(9 KP) wire from the 9 BK wire and connect the 9
KN (9 KY) wire to the 9 BK wire. The reading
should again fail to 7.0 ‘i 0.5 volts. With a 12 ohm
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resistor connected as a load across the voltmeter
repeat the tests on the 9 KB (9 KP) and 9 KN (9 KY)
wires. In this case neither voltage reading should
be less than 4.5 volts.

lf any of the above readings is incorrect, the module
is faulty and should be replaced. The stabiliser unit
consists only of the "U" shaped chassis with three
large diodes mounted on it.

if the stabiliser is found to operate correctly, and
the fault persists, the loom connecting the module
to the servos should be checked.

8 .11.2 Fan speed module

Fan speed is controlled by the fan speed module
electronic circuits which provide the on-off cycle
described in Section 5.3. A circuit diagram for the
fan wiring is given in Figure F13.

The supply to the fan speed module is the 44 YB
wire which is fed from the fan and compressor fuse,
via the fan and compressor relay and through
toeboard socket E. Thus the supply to the fan speed
module is switched on when the fan and compressor
relay is energised. The 14 YB wire which runs
parallel to the 44 YB wire also provides a positive
supply to the electronic circuits in the fan speed
module.

The two fan motors are fed by the 44 YG wires, the
feeds being separately routed to each fan motor
through the toeboard connections. Although the fan
speed module is protected by the fan and compressor
fuse, a short circuit on one of the 44 YG wires can
damage fan speed module since it is quite possible
for the output transistor to blow more quickly than
the fuse. Therefore it is essential that if it is
suspected that a fan module is faulty, the 44 YG
lines must be tested for short circuits before the
module is replaced.

The 14 UB connection from the fan speed module is
to facilitate fan inhibit. This wire is connected to
the fan switch off relay and the fans should be
inhibited when this relay is energised. lf the fans
do not operate, it is always advisable to first
disconnect the 14 UB wire from the relay to find
whether it is the inhibit circuit or the fan module
circuit which is at fault.

The 14 UN wire is connected to the fan speed
module to facilitate external variation of fan speeds.
The 14 UN wire is connected directly to the
function switch which connects various resistors
between the 14 UN and a positive feed, the 14 YB
wire, for different switch positions. On "LOW",
36K ohms is connected between the 14 UN wire and
the 14 YB wire, on "AUTO" the fan speed potentio-
meter in series with 6.8 K ohms are connected across
these wires, and on “HlGH” and "DEF" the 14 UN
wire is connected directly to the 14 YB wire. Thus
if the 14 UN wire is open-circuit, the fans will run



very slowly or stop. If the 14 UN wire is shorting to
a 12 volt supply, the fans will run at maximum speed.

The 12 volt supply to the fan speed potentiometers
is the 14 YB wire which is fed from the splice
connection and routed directly to the servos. The
return from the fan speed potentiometers is the 14
OY wire which is fed from the servo connections
directly to the function switch where it is switched
onto the 14 UN wire via the 6.8 K ohms resistor
when "AUTO" is selected.

The fan speed module also incorporates the delay
circuit which prevent the fans from running for 13
seconds after starting the car when the system is
on screen mode and not being inhibited by the
coolant temperature switch as described in section
5.4. The fan delay circuit is mounted on the printed
circuit board inside the module (on early modules
the switching and delay circuits are mounted on
separate boards). The supply to the delay circuit
is the 14 OP wire which is live when the upper
system is in screen mode. The 14 UB wire from the
starter motor initiates the delay, the delay period
beginning at the end of the cranking period. The 14
OP wire is connected from the fan speed module to
the air conditioning diode board and from here back
to the upper servo 25% micro-switch via the upper
servo plug and socket. The 14 NU wire from the
starter motor is run via the fan and compressor relay
and toeboard socket C back to the fan speed module.
Final diagnosis charts for the fan speed moouie are
given in Figures D2, D3 and D4.
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4. Disconnect rhe 14 UB wire from the fan switch
off relay. If the fans now start, the fan
switch off relay is faulty or wired incorrectl

. Check that the 14 B is to C2, the 14 UB is to
C1 and the 14 UP is to C3. If the fans do not
start, the fan speed module is faulty.


